Cosumnes Oaks HS
Architecture Design Engineering (ADE) Pathway, Broadcast Journalism Pathway, Culinary Arts Academy (CAA), Empowering Entrepreneurs Pathway, Graphic Design Pathway, Medical Careers Pathway, Robotics & Programming Pathway

Elk Grove HS
Automotive Technology Pathway, Culinary Arts Pathway, Leading Youth for Tomorrow’s Educators (LYFTE) Pathway, Sustainable Agriculture & Green Education (SAGE) Academy, Technology & Digital Arts (TDA) Academy

Florin HS
Agriculture Technology (Ag Tech) Academy, Audio and Music Pathway (AMP), Automotive Technology Pathway, Culinary Arts Pathway, Information Technology (ITA) Academy, Law & the World (LAW) Academy, Engineering Pathway

Franklin HS
Animation Pathway, Design Arts Pathway, Digital Media Pathway, Green Renewable Energy Engineering Network (GREEN) Academy, School of Technology, Media and Engineering (STEM) Academy - Computer Science

Valley HS
EKG and Medical Assisting Programs, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Pathway, Fire & Emergency Services Pathway, Graphic Design Pathway, HealthTECH Academy, Project Lead the Way - Engineering for Manufacturing Pathway

Laguna Creek HS
Computer Programing and App Development Pathway, Digital Photography Pathway, Fashion Design and Merchandising Pathway, Green Energy Technology Academy (GETA), Manufacturing Production Technology Academy (MPTA), Sports Career Academy (SCA)

Monterey Trail HS
Animation Pathway, Broadcasting Pathway, Design and Technology Academy (DATA) - Engineering and Computer Science, Fashion Design and Merchandising Pathway, Sports, Entertainment and Music Marketing Pathway

Pleasant Grove HS
Agriculture Pathway, Digital Media Academy (DMA), Innovative Design Engineering Academy (IDEA), Biomedical Academy

Sheldon HS
Agriculture Pathway, ARTSwork Pathways - 2D Arts, Animation, Performing Arts, Biotechnology (Biotech) Academy, Building Trades and Engineering Pathway, Computer Science Object-Oriented Developer Empowerment (CODE) Pathway, Creators Entrepreneurs Originators (CEO) Pathway

Daylor HS (Alt Ed.)
Construction Trades Pathway, Early Childhood Education Program

Rio Cazadero/Las Flores HS (Alt Ed.)
Phlebotomy Program, Video and Audio Productions Pathway